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1. Introduction 

Broadcasting is a very important operation 
widely used in various linear algebra algorithms, 
database queries, transitive closure algorithms, 
and linear programming algorithms. The inter- 
connection network must facilitate efficient 
broadcasting so as to achieve high performance 
during execution of jobs. Several broadcasting 
algorithms in star graphs have been presented by 
[1,3,41 under the assumption of the communica- 
tion capability that each node sends a message 
through at most one outgoing link at a time. 
Their proposed broadcasting algorithms have the 
same time complexity O(n log n), where II is the 
dimension of the star graph. Some nodes will, 
however, receive the message redundantly. 

In this paper, we propose a broadcasting algo- 
rithm without message redundancy in the star 
graphs. The algorithm works by sending some 
information along with the message that indicates 
how the algorithm should continue to broadcast 
the message from the receiving node and how the 
message sent redundantly should be avoided. A 
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distributed broadcasting algorithm that broad- 
casts the message to each node exactly once in 
2n - 3 time steps is presented here on the basis 
of the assumption that each node can send a 
message through all of its outgoing links simulta- 
neously in star graphs. A time step is the actual 
time needed to send a unit of message from a 
node to some of its neighboring nodes. 

2. A broadcasting algorithm 

An n-dimensional star graph [1,2] is defined as 
a symmetric graph S, = (V,, E,) where V, is the 
set of n! nodes and E, is the set of symmetric 
edges. Each node u E V, is one of the permuta- 
tions of n distinct symbols. In this paper, assume 
that n distinct symbols are 1, 2,. . . , n. Thus V, = 
(123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321). Each edge e be- 
longs to E,, i.e., two permutations are connected 
by an edge if and only if one can be reached from 
another by interchanging its first symbol with any 
other symbol. Each node clearly has n - 1 inci- 
dent edges. Restated, the degree of the S, is 
n - 1. For example, the star graph S, is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The star graph S, and the substar graphs S,(l) and 

S&23). 

Definition 1 (Generator gi). Let a = ~~4~ . . . a, 
be a label of a node in the star graph S,. The 
generator gi on the label a is defined as inter- 
changing the first symbol a, with the symbol ai, 
for 2<i<n. 

Definition 2 (Substar graph 131). Let Si(ui+,uit2 
. . . a,) denote an i-dimensional substur graph of 
S, induced by all the nodes with the same last 
IZ -i symbols u~+,u~+~ . . . a,, 1 <i =G n, where 
U r+lUr+Z . . . a, is a permutation of IZ - i distinct 
symbols in {l, 2,. . . , n). 

Note that the substar graph Si(a,+,ui+2 * . . a,) 
can be regarded as an i-dimensional star graph 
Sj. For example, S,(l) and S,(23) are a three-di- 
mensional star graph and a two-dimensional star 
graph in the star graph S,, respectively, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Due to the fact that star graphs have a 
hierarchical structure, an n-dimensional star 
graph S, can be easily decomposed into IZ substar 
graphs S,_ i. Therefore, the S,z can be decom- 
posed into n substar graphs S,_, by fixing each 
of n symbols in one particular position from 2 to 
n. Each (n - l)-dimensional substar graph is iso- 
morphic to S,-,. For example, in S,, the symbol 

in the fourth position can be arranged with any 
symbol. Four substar graphs S,(l), S,(2), S,(3) 
and S,(4) can be obtained where the respective 
symbols in the fourth position are 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

The basic idea of our broadcasting algorithm 
in the star graphs is stated as follows. An n-di- 
mensional star graph S, can be first decomposed 
into II substar graphs S,_ ,. The source node 
belonging to an substar graph S,- 1 will be able 
to send the message to the other IZ - 1 substar 
graphs S,_ ,. While the source node sends the 
message to the other 12 - 1 substar graphs S,,- ,, 
it also performs the broadcasting within the sub- 
star graph S,_ , which includes the source node. 

We illustrate how to broadcast the message in 
star graphs with the following example. In the 
star graph S,, a message of the source node 1234 
is considered here to be broadcast to all of other 
nodes. The star graph S, can be decomposed into 
four substar graphs S,(l), S,(2), S,(3), and S,(4). 
If the message is sent to one node of the substar 
graphs S,(i), 1 <i q 4, then the broadcasting in 
each substar graph S,(i) can be regarded as the 
broadcasting in the star graph S,. Because the 
source node 1234 belongs to S,(4), the message 
of the source node would be sent to one node of 
S,(l), S,(2), and S,(3), respectively. First, we ap- 
ply the generators g,, g,, and g, to the node 
1234. That is, the message of source node 1234 is 
sent to the three nodes g,(1234) = 2134, g&1234) 
= 3214, and g&1234) = 4231. Only the node 4231 
belongs to S,(l). The two nodes 2134 and 3214 
do ‘not, however, belong to S,(2) and S,(3), re- 
spectively. Then the node 2134 applies the gener- 
ators g, and g, to sending the message to the 
nodes 3124 and 4132, respectively. The node 3214 
applies the generators g, and g, to sending the 
message to the nodes 2314 and 4213, respectively. 
Since the two nodes 4132 and 4213 belong to the 
substar graphs S,(2) and S,(3), respectively, the 
message can be broadcast to each substar S,(i), 
for 1 <i < 3. In Lemma 3, it will be proven to 
take two time steps for the source node of a star 
graph S, to send the source message to each of 
the n - 1 substar graphs S, _ i. One node of each 
substar graph after receiving the message can 
therefore apply the above strategy recursively un- 
til each substar graph becomes a one-dimensional 
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star graph. The detailed broadcasting rules will example, r,(2314) = 14. The two broadcasting 

be described in later. rules are described as follows. 

Lemma 3. It takes two time steps for the source 
node of a star graph S, to send the source message 
to one node of the n - 1 substar graphs S,_ I 
except the one including the source node. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the 
source node is the identity node 12 . . . n. The S, 
can be decomposed into n substar graphs S, _ ,(i>, 
for 1 6 i G n. First, we apply the generators gi, 
for 2<i<n, to the source node 12.e.n. Thus, 
we can obtain the nodes 

Rule 1. If a node u is the source node of the 
substar graph Si(r,_i(u)), for 2 G i <n, the node 
u will send the message to its i - 1 neighboring 
nodes uj = gj(u), for 2 <j G i. Each node uj will 
be viewed as the source node of the substar graph 
S,_ ,( rn _, + I( uj)> and it recursively applies the Rule 
1 to broadcasting the message in the substar 
graph Sj_,(rn_j+,(~j)) for 2 <j G i. Additionally, 
each of i - 2 nodes cj, for 2 < j < i - 1, is not 
only viewed as the source node of the substar 
graph Sj_,(r,_j+l(~j)) but also as the relay node 
of the substar graph Sj(r,+(a,!,)). These nodes 
will also perform Rule 2. 

for 2 G i G n. Only the node 

L' =g,(12...n)=n23...(n-1)1 n 

belongs to the substar graph S,_,(l). Each node 
L’; does not, however, belong to the corresponding 
substar graph S, _ ,(i), for 2 < i < n - 1. Then, we 
apply the generator g, to the node c, so that the 
node wi = 

g,( Si( I2 ’ f ’ n)> 

=g,(ui)=n2~~~(i-l)l(i+1)~~~(n-l)i 

belongs to the corresponding substar graph 
S, _ ,(i>, for 2 G i G n - 1. Each node wi clearly 
belongs to S,_ ,(i>, for 2 6 i G n - 1. It therefore 
takes two time steps that the source node of a 
star graph S, sends the source message to one 
node of the n - 1 substar graphs S, ~, except the 
one including the source node. 0 

For instance, a source node u = 1234 of the 
star graph S, is considered to broadcast the mes- 
sage to all of the other nodes. In the first time 
step, the source node 1234 sends the message to 
its three neighboring nodes cj = g,(1234), for 2 <j 
G 4, i.e., g,(1234) = 2134, g&1234) = 3214, and 

g&1234) = 4231. The node c’~ = 4231 is the source 
node of the substar graph S,(l). The other two 
nodes o2 = 2134 and c’~ = 3214 are not only 
viewed as the respective source nodes of the 
substar graphs S,(134) and S,(14) but also as the 
relay nodes of the substar graph S,. 

Rule 2. The relay node uj of the substar graph 
S,( r,_i( Llj>> sends the message to (i - j) neighbor- 
ing nodes wk = gk(Uj), for j + 1 < k < i. Each node 
wk will be viewed as the source node of the 
substar graph S,_,(Y,_~+~(W~)), for j + 1 <k <i. 

Two routing rules are proposed here for 
broadcasting in the star graphs in order to avoid 
sending the message redundantly. After each 
node has received the message, it can be viewed 
as either the source node of a specific substar 
graph or not only the source node but also the 
relay node of another substar graph. The node 
performs Rule 1 if it is only viewed as a source 
node of a specific substar graph. Additionally, the 
node performs Rule 2 if it is also viewed as a 
relay node of another substar graph. These two 
rules are recursively performed for each other. 
Let r,(a) denote the last i symbols of label a. For 

The above example is continued here. In the 
second time step, the source node 4231 of the 
substar graph S,(l) applies Rule 1 to sending the 
message to its neighboring nodes g,(4231), for 
2 < i < 3, i.e., g&4231) = 2431 and g&4231) = 
3241. The node c’~ = 2134 can be viewed as the 
source node of the substar graph S,(134) and the 
relay node of the substar graph S,. Therefore, 
the node u2 will apply Rule 2 to sending the 
message to the neighboring nodes wk = g,(2134), 
for 3 G k =G 4, i.e., g&2134) = 3124 and g,(2134) 
= 4132. The nodes wj = 3124 and w, = 4132 are 
the respective source nodes of the substar graphs 
S,(24) and S,(2). Similarly, the node u3 = 3214, a 
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source node of the substar graph S,(14), applies 
Rule 1 to sending the message to the node w2 = 
g,(3214) = 2314, the source node of the substar 
graph Si(314). However, the node c3 = 3214 which 
is also a relay node of the substar graph S, can 
apply Rule 2 to sending the message to the node 
w, = g,(32141= 4213, the source node of the sub- 
star graph S,(3). After 5 time steps, each node in 
the star graph S, can finally receive the message 
exactly once by tracing the above two rules as 
shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the tree paths of the 
broadcasting in S, are shown in Fig. 3. 

A formal description of the broadcasting algo- 
rithm is given below. There are five arguments in 
the broadcasting algorithm which are denoted as 
the message to be broadcast, the label s of a 
node itself, the dim1 indicating the dimension of 
the substar graph with the source node s, the flag 
indicating whether the node s is regarded as 
either a source node of a substar graph or not 
only a source node but also a relay node of 
another substar graph, and the dim2 indicating 
the dimension of the substar graph in which the 
receiver is located. 

_________~ ._____----_’ 

l : the source node of S, 

Fig. 2. Broadcasting in the star graph S,. 

1234 

1423 4321 
2143 

92 

4123 

0 : the source node of S, 

Fig. 3. The tree paths of the broadcasting in S,. 

Distributed Broadcasting Algorithm 

Initialization: The arguments of the broadcasting 
procedure of the source node are: 

s + the label of the source node, dim1 + the 
dimension of the star graph, flag + true, and 
dim2 +- the dimension of the star graph. 

procedure broadcasting (message, s, diml, fzag, 
dim 2) 
begin 

if dim1 = 1 and flag = true then 
stop; / * The node s is a source node of a 
one-dimensional substar graph. */ 

if dim1 > 1 then / * Apply the Rule 1. */ 
send (message, gdrm,h), dim1 - 1, true, 
dim1 - 1); 
/ * Send the message to gd,,n,(s) which is 
viewed as a source node of the substar 

graph Sdi,,, , ~, . */ 
for i = 2 to dim1 - 1 do in parallel / * Apply 

Rule 1. */ 
send (message, gjs), i - 1, false, dim 1); 
/ * Send the message to g,(s) which is 
viewed as not only a source node but also a 
relay node. */ 
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if j7ug = false then / * Apply Rule 2. */ 
for i = dim1 + 2 to dim 2 do in parallel 

send (message, gi(s>, i - 1, true, i - 1); 
/ * Send the message to the source node 
g,(s) of the substar graph S,_i. */ 

stop; 
end. 

Theorem 4. In an n-dimensional star graph S,, the 
proposed broadcasting algorithm could complete in 
2n - 3 time steps when n > 2. 

Proof. It shall be proven by mathematical induc- 
tion. 

Basic n = 2: It is trivial that the broadcasting 
algorithm takes one time step in the star graph 

S,. 
Induction hypothesis n = m - 1: The proposed 

broadcasting algorithm could complete in 2(m - 
1) - 3 time steps in the star graph S,_,. 

Induction n = m: By Lemma 3, it takes two 
time steps for the message of the S, to be sent to 
one node of the other m - 1 substar graphs S, _ i. 
When the source node of each substar graph 
S,,_, receives the message, these substar graphs 
can perform the broadcasting in parallel. By in- 
duction hypothesis, each substar graph S,,- 1 
takes 2(m - 1) - 3 time steps. The star graph S, 
therefore takes 2(m - 1) - 3 + 2 = 2m - 3 time 
steps. 0 

Any optimal broadcasting algorithm on a graph 
with N nodes must take the time complexity 
R(log N) when each node can send a message 
through at most one outgoing link at a time [l]. 
Any optimal broadcasting algorithm on a graph 
with the diameter d must, however, take the time 
complexity R(d) when each node can send a 
message through all of its outgoing links simulta- 
neously. An n-dimensional star graph consists of 
n! nodes and its diameter is [3(n - 1)/2] [2]. Any 
optimal broadcasting algorithm must therefore 

take the time complexity fl(n log n) in n-dimen- 
sional star graphs by sending a message through 
at most one outgoing link at a time. It can, 
however, only take the time complexity n(n) by 
sending a message through all of its outgoing 
links simultaneously. The proposed broadcasting 
algorithm here in a star graph S, takes 2n - 3 
time steps by sending a message through all of its 
outgoing links simultaneously. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a distributed 
broadcasting algorithm without sending message 
redundantly in the star graphs. The proposed 
algorithm merely takes 2n - 3 time steps in a star 
graph S,. Since the message is received exactly 
once by each node, a stream of m messages can 
be broadcast within O(m + n) in a pipeline fash- 
ion. In a real word, the assumption of simultane- 
ous transmission is not reasonable for large n. 
However, the algorithm can be also used to send 
a message through a outgoing link at a time. 
Then the time complexity of broadcasting m mes- 
sages is O(mn + n2). 
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